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AimsAims

The aim of the study was to evaluate how The aim of the study was to evaluate how 
the abbreviated versions of the AUDIT the abbreviated versions of the AUDIT 
perform in comparison to the original perform in comparison to the original 
AUDIT and what the optimal cutAUDIT and what the optimal cut--offs are offs are 
when screening for heavy drinking among when screening for heavy drinking among 
women.women.



SubjectsSubjects

All the 40All the 40--yearyear--old women in the city of old women in the city of 
Tampere, Finland are yearly invited for a Tampere, Finland are yearly invited for a 
health screening. health screening. 
From one year, data from 894 women From one year, data from 894 women 
(response rate 68.2%) invited for a health (response rate 68.2%) invited for a health 
screening was utilized in the study.screening was utilized in the study.



MethodsMethods

The questionnaires were evaluated against The questionnaires were evaluated against 
the Timeline the Timeline FollowbackFollowback. . 
Consumption of at least 140 g of absolute Consumption of at least 140 g of absolute 
ethanol per week on average during the ethanol per week on average during the 
past month was considered as heavy past month was considered as heavy 
drinking.drinking.



QuestionnairesQuestionnaires

AUDIT = AUDIT = OriginalOriginal 1010--item item 
AUDITAUDIT--C = C = QuestionsQuestions 1, 2 and 31, 2 and 3
AUDITAUDIT--3 = 33 = 3
AUDITAUDIT--PC = 1, 2, 4, 5 and 10PC = 1, 2, 4, 5 and 10
AUDITAUDIT--QF = 1 and 2QF = 1 and 2
Five Shot = 1 and 2 + the last three Five Shot = 1 and 2 + the last three 
questions from the CAGE questions from the CAGE 



Areas under ROC curvesAreas under ROC curves
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CutCut--offoff for the AUDITfor the AUDIT

0.960.960.530.53≥≥99

0.950.950.640.64≥≥88

0.910.910.750.75≥≥77

0.880.880.870.87≥≥66

0.810.810.930.93≥≥55

0.680.680.980.98≥≥44

SpecificitySpecificitySensitivitySensitivityCutCut--offoff



Best cutBest cut--offs for the offs for the 
questionnairesquestionnaires

0.830.830.930.93≥≥2.02.0FiveFive ShotShot

0.900.900.870.87≥≥44AUDITAUDIT--QFQF

0.870.870.930.93≥≥44AUDITAUDIT--PCPC

0.920.920.640.64≥≥22AUDITAUDIT--33

0.880.880.840.84≥≥55AUDITAUDIT--CC

0.880.880.870.87≥≥66AUDITAUDIT

SpecificitySpecificitySensitivitySensitivityCutCut--offoff



Conclusions (1)Conclusions (1)

The 10The 10--item AUDIT, AUDITitem AUDIT, AUDIT--C, FiveC, Five--Shot, Shot, 
AUDITAUDIT--PC and AUDITPC and AUDIT--QF are equally QF are equally 
effective tools in screening for heavy effective tools in screening for heavy 
drinking among middledrinking among middle--aged women.aged women.
Their applicability is achieved only if the Their applicability is achieved only if the 
cutcut--offs are tailored according to gender. offs are tailored according to gender. 



Conclusions (2)Conclusions (2)

The shortest and easiest to score could be The shortest and easiest to score could be 
used to screen for heavy drinking with no used to screen for heavy drinking with no 
loss of effectiveness. loss of effectiveness. 
There are, however, other issues to There are, however, other issues to 
consider when choosing an instrument, consider when choosing an instrument, 
including the need for further assessment including the need for further assessment 
of patients who screen positive. of patients who screen positive. 
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